A new schematic framework for navigation is presented which is relevant to physical, abstract and social environments. Navigation is de"ned as the creation and interpretation of an internal (mental) model, and its component activities are browsing, modelling, interpretation and the formulation of browsing strategy. The design of externalizations and interactions to support these activities, and navigation as a whole, is discussed.
The problem
Within the broad "eld of human}computer interaction, concepts such as navigation, search and browsing have long been employed in the discussion and design of information artifacts. Over the years, these concepts have often been discussed verbally, and with varying interpretations. But the concept of navigation, in particular, is now su$ciently important and wide-reaching as to warrant a more formal and precise de"nition; a de"nition, moreover, which allows the concept to be extended bene"cially to a much wider range of environments. Also, and especially as the range and complexity of applications has widened, it has been recognized that the issue of interaction design to support navigation is increasingly vital and challenging. It is against this background that we propose, in this paper, a schematic framework for navigation applicable to a wide range of environments and having particular relevance to interaction design.
Scope

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS
For hundreds of years the consideration of navigation and related concepts such as landmarks, beacons and tracks took place in the context of real physical environments such as cities, landscapes and continents (Lynch, 1960) . &&Getting lost'' was an everpresent problem, and stimulated the development of numerous navigational aids, some of which exploited spatial memory and other cognitive abilities of the navigator. Overall, there was an intuitive understanding of the meaning of navigation.
VIRTUAL AND SIMULATED ENVIRONMENTS
During the last decade the problem of &&getting lost'' has been identi"ed as a severe impediment in the newly emerging virtual electronic spaces (Dillon, McKnight & Richardson, 1990) . Familiar concepts such as landmarks and routes associated with physical navigation were therefore evaluated, and sometimes applied, in these new spaces (Darken & Sibert, 1996a, b) . At the same time, essential di!erences were acknowledged: some were bene"cial, such as the release of the information space designer from physical constraints. Simultaneously, however, the new design freedoms undoubtedly posed challenges for the interaction designer. In place of familiar, constant and pre-existing worlds, the new virtual worlds were unfamiliar and of many di!erent architectures. As Wittenberg (1997) remarked, &&The concept of navigation in hyperspace has a completely di!erent physics from navigation in the physical world''. While some simulated worlds are based on a continuous and stable Euclidean space (Dahlback, 1998) , to which familiar spatial concepts might still apply, others such as hypermedia are typically based on nodelink representations (as with the web) and permit only discrete movement, albeit still allowing the concept of &&location''.
With the development of virtual worlds came an increasing realization of a distinction between navigation and the task of searching for a known item: of the fact that users might, sometimes, simply want to explore to "nd out &&what's there'', without an accompanying need to search for some speci"c destination or object (Benyon & Hook, 1997) . Indeed, our proposed framework is consistent with the fact (Dahlback, 1998) that navigation is concerned with learning about a space, whereas searching and other activities use that space. Moreover, the characteristics of the new framework are unique to navigation, such that it is clearly distinguishable from problem-solving and human}computer interaction in general. The concept of an internal (mental) model or &&cognitive map'' will be seen to be crucial to the de"nition of navigation; something valuable in its own right as well as an essential component of searching and other activities.
ABSTRACT ENVIRONMENTS
The notion of navigation as the creation and interpretation of an internal model, the de"nition we adopt in this paper, immediately suggests the extension of such a de"nition, not only beyond physical and simulated Euclidean spaces, but also beyond such environments as hyperlinked spaces. One such extension is to abstract relationships.
The creation of a mental model, and its use to achieve some goal, is, for example, a major task for the engineering designer. In the creation of a new artifact such as a hi ", the designer is concerned with the in#uence of the many parameters under their direct control upon the many performances of the hi " (Sedra & Smith, 1991) . The design of even a small part of that hi " might involve at least 100 parameters and a similar number of performances and, in addition, many derived quantities such as manufacturing yield and previously unsuspected but vital relationships such as trade-o!s. In this context, the notion of space ceases to be so attractive, and familiar concepts such as spatial memory and &&movement'' diminish in value. In fact, the object (e.g. hi ") of interest may not even be physical: similar abstract systems of relationships are associated, for example, with 2.4. SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS A general framework of navigation can potentially be applied to the activity of social intercourse (Svensson, 1998) . Such intercourse in the real world is well understood, but can now take place in virtual worlds (Dieberger, 1997 (Dieberger, , 1998 . Commonly, a user represented by a cursor will move around some (3D) &&information space'' and indulge in social intercourse with other &&inhabitants'' of that world. The proposed framework of navigation appears to be relevant to social navigation, and is treated in some detail elsewhere (Rankin & Spence, 1999) . In such navigation, two distinct but inter-related internal models may be involved, one for information and the other for social aspects.
FOCUS AND VIEWPOINT
While the range of applicability of the proposed framework is intentionally very wide, its functionality will be seen to be delineated in such a way as to identify characteristics unique to navigation, and which make navigation quite separate from problem-solving and other human}computer interactions, a requirement usefully enunciated by Dahlback (1998) . Indeed, our overall de"nition of navigation as the creation and interpretation of an internal mental model is consistent with it being of value either in its own right*as in the act of exploration*or as a component complementary to some other activity of which searching is just one example.
It is also pertinent to remark that the proposal of a framework was stimulated, not particularly by gaps in current thinking, but principally by challenges that the author has faced, during the creation and design of systems, in trying to understand the issue of navigation. Thus, the proposed framework is grounded in the author's experience, and this paper is written from the viewpoint of an interaction designer. Another, complementary view addressing cognitive issues in some depth would be of considerable value in enhancing and modifying the proposed framework, but is beyond both the scope of this paper and the expertise of its author.
Overview
The essence of the proposed framework of navigation is shown in Figure 1 . It comprises four cognitive activities, each with its own returned result. Other components complementary to the framework will be added later. Prior to a detailed consideration of each activity, a brief overview will now provide necessary context.
The activity of browsing is de"ned as the registration (or elicitation or assessment) of content: it answers the question &&what's there?'', but without integrating the result into some structure or map. There may be no speci"c target being sought, though there may well be &&weights'', representing importance, that are associated with certain types of content. One example of browsing is one's rapid glance through the morning newspaper before deciding what to read; another is the rapid scan of an unfamiliar restaurant menu to get some idea of prices, dishes and so on. An important issue, to which we shall return, is the manner in which data should be presented to facilitate the process of browsing. The content registered in the browsing activity is available for integration into the internal model, constituting the formation of an internal model, or cognitive map. Tversky (1993) points out that &&as mental constructs available to mental inspection, cognitive maps are presumed to be like real maps available to real inspection''.
The internal model, together with an available display of data, can be interpreted in a variety of ways. One interpretation could be that no more browsing is needed for the speci"c task in hand. Or it may be clear that the model is currently inadequate, in which case the manner in which it is judged to be inadequate will in#uence the subsequent activity, the formulation of browsing strategy.
Traversal of this sequence of activities, almost certainly iterative, constitutes the navigational process. The control of the various processes is exerted by some higher level cognitve activity, to which brief reference will be made later.
We now proceed to examine the four activities in more detail. Following that, the historical route leading to the new framework will be described and the key aspects of the framework identi"ed.
BROWSING
Browsing is here de"ned as the registration (alternatively the elicitation or assessment) of content, and is very similar to the act of perception (Solso, 1998) in which, for visual browsing, the result of perception is held*albeit momentarily*in sensory storage. Everyday examples include the scanning of a restaurant menu to see what's available, a quick #ip through the pages of the morning newspaper to see &&what's new'' and the ri%ing of the pages of a new book to determine its structure, layout and composition. Computer-supported examples include the new user of a drawing program viewing a menu to see what operations are possible, and the action taken by a new shift walking into a re"nery control room and glancing around to acquaint themselves with the current situation. In all these examples, no search need be involved. For browsing to take place, some externalization (display) of the relevant raw data must be available (Figure 2 ). The selection, encoding and presentation of that data must be speci"cally designed, not only to support browsing, but additionally other activities (see later) within the navigational process that require a view of data. As Apperley and others have identi"ed (Jul and Furnas, 1997) , inherent data structure must be transformed into an imposed structure the better to lead to the formation of an internal model.
Characteristics
Browsing has, of course, already been studied by others. Carmel et al (1992) , for example, identi"ed three activities termed &&scan-browse'', &&review-browse'' and &&search-browse''. Their &&scan-browse'' (&&scanning for interesting information'') is very close if not identical to the browsing activity of the proposed framework.
The &&content'' which is registered during browsing may take a variety of forms. In contrast to the simple visual registration of static data encountered in a newspaper or menu, many highly interactive &&What if?'' scenarios common to engineering and "nancial design constitute a form of exploratory (&&ping-pong'') browsing with the ultimate objective of gaining insight into (i.e. a cognitive map of) a property &&hidden'' within some mathematical relation. In such cases the manual adjustment (&&ping'') of a cursor may be a component of the browsing activity, being the driver of the display of which the change (&&pong'') is registered by the user. The concept of browsing can also be generalized to the registration of function in which, for example, the user of a new package, uncertain about the meaning of displayed icons, carries out an interactive exploration to determine their functionality: no search for a particular function may be involved.
Browsing is commonly undertaken via visual perception, but aural, tactile and olfactory browsing*or indeed a combination of all these as in some medical examinations*may be appropriate.
Weighted browsing
Some aspects of browsing, such as the way it is undertaken by novices and experts, can be accounted for by the concept of weighted browsing: Darken (1997) uses the term &&primed''. For example, a user may, consciously or unconsciously, have selected the nature of the content to be registered, perhaps based on anticipated use or value. Thus, while a novice may have little idea how to &&weight'' their perception of a conventional map, an experienced &&orienteer'' may have a well-de"ned set of weights. As browsing proceeds and an internal model becomes highly developed, weights may become very A FRAMEWORK FOR NAVIGATION 923 FIGURE 3. Existing internal models may be referred to when integrating newly registered content.
well de"ned (&&now we need to see what museums there are in this area''). By contrast, opportunistic browsing may begin with a total absence of consciously selected weights.
MODELLING
As browsing proceeds, the user is able to construct an internal model of the browsed data. The visitor to a new holiday destination will acquire, by browsing a map, some idea not only of the existence of an old-walled town, a park, a tramway and a harbour, but also of the relative spatial locations of, and the routes between, these entities, initiating the formation of an internal model. In a similar way, the engineering designer, having observed the variation of two artifact properties as a parameter is varied, might model the trade-o! between these two properties, an item of information vital to the process of design. Browsing and modelling will often proceed virtually concurrently.
The activity of modelling seems to be close to the action which Carmel, Crawford and Chen (1992) call &&review-browse'' and which integrates the registered content. As navigation proceeds, the internal model will be extended and may become a collage (Tversky, 1993) as, in the case of the engineering designer, exploration generates a collection of internal models. Indeed, some will already be in existence as a result of years of experience, and may be referred to in order to support the extension of the model ( Figure  3 ). There could well be a hierarchy of models as well as models that are disjoint, as in the Geospace system (Lokuge & Ishizaki, 1995) .
Externalization
Modelling is profoundly a!ected by the manner in which the raw data is externalized, and by the a!ordances by means of which the externalized data can be rearranged to enhance the formation of an internal model. As Apperley and others (Jul & Furnas, 1997) have identi"ed, there are three levels of structure involved; the inherent structure of the data is transformed into an imposed (and externalised) structure, which in turn impacts upon the user's cognitive map ( Figure 4 ). The transformation involves not only the selection, encoding and presentation of raw data but the manner in which all these processes can be in#uenced through interaction. It is the imposed structure that is browsed to create an internal model which then supports navigation. In the sense that the externalization is designed to enhance the user's internal model of some data, the FIGURE 4. Transformation of inherent data structure into imposed structure with a view to in#uencing the formation of an internal model. mechanisms of browsing and modelling are directly relevant to the process of Information Visualization, the literature of which (Card, Mackinlay & Scheiderman, 1999 ) is a fertile source of concepts and techniques. Depending upon the purpose of navigation, the appropriate externalization can take on a wide range of forms. At one extreme is the well-known non-interactive (printed) example of Harry Beck's London Underground map ( Figure 5 ) which, in view of its topological basis, is far more e!ective in supporting the creation of a useful internal model than were previous, geographically-based externalizations (Garland, 1994) . At another extreme are exceedingly complex visualization tools (e.g. Ahlberg and Wistrand, 1995) which employ a range of sophisticated dynamic techniques to facilitate the many sub-activities involved, for example, in demographic studies.
Characteristics
While we know very little about the nature of internal models it is reasonably safe to assume that, in order to form an internal model of data that is essentially topological (e.g. Beck's Underground map), the externalization provided for browsing should be designed to make the topological nature of the data clear. Equally, for data that is essentially continuous, it is likely that an analog externalization will be more e!ective. Nielsen (1990) has identi"ed two concepts to which he assigned the names &&context-in-the-small'' and &&context-in-the-large11, and which appear to have some relation respectively to analog and topological data.
&&Context-in-the-small'' refers to the di$culty of establishing position within a continuum. Examples of how such context can be perceived via an externalization include ( Figure 6 ) the familiar scroll-bar indicating where the visible page lies within a document, and the count-down clock (Figure 7 ) of the MINNIE computer-aided electronic circuit design system (Spence and Apperley, 1977) which shows how much time remains before the result of a requested calculation will be displayed.
&&Context in the large'' refers to location in a discrete space, and is essentially concerned with connectedness (topology). Here it is likely that an essentially topological display will enhance the creation of an internal model. An example can be taken from a hypertext system, where the diagram of Figure 8 might be used to indicate where the user is located in the system. Externalized topological models have, in fact, served as a basis, not only for controlling, recording and displaying the trajectory of past selections in a menu system, but also to enhance the user's internal model of that menu system (Field & Apperley, 1990) .
Dynamic modelling
The dynamic nature of internal models must be recognized. An internal model may decay due to lack of use; be refreshed, for example, by regular viewing of an externalization; or be extended. Indeed frequent use may not only extend the internal model but link together previously separate models. In a complex task such as engineering design it would, in fact, be extremely bene"cial for the designer's understanding (i.e. internal model) of a variety of relationships to be coherent rather than disjoint.
Model hierarchy
That internal models can be both disjoint and hierarchical in nature can be illustrated by many examples. Part of the author's internal geographical model relates to the streets around his home, the commuter railway network and the streets around his College. Within each of these areas the internal model is more detailed, allowing the author, for example, to locate his o$ce without undue cognitive exertion.
INTERPRETATION
Decisions as to how the process of navigation should proceed are based upon interpretations, not only of the internal model but also of externalized data ( Figure 9 ). Once an interpretation is available, a decision can then be made as to how and whether further browsing should proceed, or indeed whether the original task should be modi"ed.
There is a relatively straight-forward form of interpretation which exploits sensitivity information, and which we consider "rst. Two examples will su$ce at this stage.
The "rst ( Figure 10 ) is a special presentation (Spence & Apperley, 1982; ) of data-space in which parts are &&bent backwards'' at an angle so that everything "ts into the display area. Since items in the peripheral areas would be unreadable because they are &&squashed'', their text and similar small detail is automatically removed; nevertheless, the colour of each item is still discernable. Thus, a red rectangle towards the left edge of the information space denotes a letter from the user's boss, an item that can be scrolled into the central region, there to expand horizontally and become readable. Such a display o!ers a clear indication of sensitivity in the sense that the user now knows the approximate distance of the boss's letter from the central region, and hence the distance it has to be moved to make it readable. A second example, involving the aural presentation of information, was provided by the Media Room (Bolt, 1979) . Here, a user panning across an image of the MIT campus on a screen measuring 11 by 8 becomes aware, on hearing the (stereo) roar of a football crowd, that there is a large and well-packed football stadium &&somewhere o! the left edge of the screen''. The sound provides the sensitivity information.
Although the concept of sensitivity can be useful, and may even be widely applicable, it will in many cases be a gross oversimpli"cation of the manner in which data are interpreted. The topic is complicated by the fact that interpretations may be formed consciously or unconsciously; may be based on part or the whole of the externalised and internalized data; and may well be in#uenced by existing domain knowledge possessed by the user.
FORMULATION OF A BROWSING STRATEGY
It is unfortunate that de"nitions of browsing sometimes imply a rather unstructured and random activity, perhaps with serendipitous intent, and even with a hint that it might not have been consciously planned. That is certainly one browsing strategy, but only one among many. When a reader picks up their copy of ¹he ¹imes, they know where the weather report is, on which page the obituaries are to be found, where the Comment is and where, on a Saturday morning, the humorous Letters to the Editor are positioned. Their planned but largely unconscious browsing is brisk, is essentially saying &&what's there?'' and is followed by a decision about what to read "rst. Nevertheless, though that browsing is planned, that plan may suddenly be abandoned, and the user's activity become opportunistic, upon noticing the obituary of their old teacher (Suchman, 1987) .
A comparable situation often occurs in an abstract environment. In the course of an engineering design, for example, and while executing a planned exploration, the designer might notice an improvement of some valuable property as another property remains constant. Realizing the signi"cance of that e!ect, the previous plan might be abandoned immediately and attention focused opportunistically on the newly discovered e!ect. Thus, (Figure 11 ) the externalization of data can play an important part in the formulation of a browsing strategy.
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Cognitive determinant
There are two determinants of the formation of a browsing strategy (Tweedie, 1995) . One is cognitive, based either upon the interpretation that has been made or as a result of a new idea, but not directly in#uenced by what is displayed. As an illustration, we select the task of searching for a house to buy. Either through access to a database and/or by driving through a selected locality, an internal model will gradually be developed. The interpretation of that model may be that navigation should be terminated because a small group of houses worthy of more detailed consideration has now been identi"ed. Alternatively, it may be to the e!ect that the original intention is not yet satis"ed and that a particular exploration*say, the variation of an upper limit on Price*is now needed. Such a conscious and cognitively planned browsing strategy could then be formulated (Figure 12) . The house-hunter may, on the other hand, suddenly decide to adopt a new course of action to see if it proves helpful, that of randomly sampling an estate agent's brochure: a cognitively initiated (i.e. not in#uenced by the display) opportunistic strategy.
Perceptual determinant
The other determinant is perceptual. In other words, the browsing strategy that is formulated is in#uenced by what the user sees displayed on the screen. For example, sight of an ordered set of coloured &&blobs'', each representing a house selection previously thought worthy of at least temporary record, might prompt the user to decide that the next browsing strategy will be to re-examine one of those records: a planned action stimulated perceptually. On the other hand, sight of a large and inexpensive house in a previously rejected area may lead to a perceptually initiated opportunistic action, also called a situated action (Suchman, 1987) .
Awordances
The browsing strategy that is formulated must be one which is supported by the a!ordances available for interaction by the user. The detailed a!ordances most appropriate to the task will, of course, vary considerably. A Bifocal Display (Figure 10 ) for 930 professional o$ce use may, for example, be supported by only one a!ordance in the form of a scrolling mechanism, and that mechanism may simply be a touch screen sensitive only to the &&horizontal'' component of "nger movement, together with a tapping mechanism to magnify any document in the central region. By contrast, a visualization tool intended for specialized use by an engineering designer or demographic investigator (Ahlberg & Wistrand, 1995) will almost certainly o!er a large number of a!ordances in view of the user's intention both to make serious use of the tool and the wide variety of questions likely to be posed during the act of exploration. Another example of a visualization tool o!ering a wide range of a!ordances is shown later in Figure 26 .
NAVIGATION
In proposing a framework of navigation it has been our objective to delineate the activities it embodies and, concurrently, to maximize the range of environments to which it is relevant. Though a well-de"ned activity, navigation is nevertheless an important component of many human}computer interactions including search and problem-solving. Three examples will su$ce.
The house-hunter's search for a house may "rst engage the navigational process at the stage of formulating a browsing strategy, for example upon being handed a map or o!ered the use of a car to view houses within a locality. The navigational process may later be terminated at the interpretation stage when it is concluded that a su$ciently good internal model has been formed for some recorded houses to be suitable for more detailed examination.
The engineering designer may, at some stage of design, decide to explore relationships between the properties of a hi ", possibly to see if any unexpected relationships exist, and may decide to do so using a known a!ordance to select increasing ranges of a selected property Spence, 1999) : thus, the formulation of a browsing strategy is again the point at which the navigational process is initiated. Termination of the process may be triggered, again at the interpretation stage, when it is seen that no unexpected behaviour is present.
The internal model itself may be a starting point. A Londoner wishing to undertake an Underground journey might immediately inspect their internal model of that transportation network, and proceed to interpretation. Again, termination of navigation could occur when a mental model of the particular journey &&East on the red line, change to the blue line'' has been adopted as appropriate.
The three tasks discussed above all involve other cognitive and perceptual processes such as goal formation and overall strategy decision: there is no intention to incorporate these processes within the navigational framework.
Metaphors
We have intentionally not discussed metaphors in the context of navigation. Much of the existing literature on navigation refers to, and sometimes successfully exploits, the geographical metaphor with its landmarks and routes and maps (Lynch, 1960) . Nevertheless, and particularly in the context of abstract environments such as engineering and "nancial design, we suggest that a readiness to consider alternative metaphors would be bene"cial. Dahlback (1998) has pointed to the danger of attempting arti"cially to extend familiar spatial metaphors to environments for which they are inappropriate, or porting successful design solutions from one kind of space to another.
Navigational frameworks
A comparison of the proposed framework with alternative de"nitions of navigation can be achieved via an historical review.
Essentially before the advent of electronic worlds, Downs and Stea (1973) described navigation as (1) orienting oneself in the environment, (2) choosing the correct route, (3) monitoring this route and (4) recognizing the destination has been reached. Such a characterization, presumably intended to be iterative, could have some relevance in physical environments, but su!ers from the assumption of a &&searching goal'' with a unique &&correct'' route, thereby excluding the act of exploration. No explicit reference is made to an internal model or the externalization of data. The absence of memory is also characteristic of the Ahlberg and Truve (1995) model of the information visualization process which, as has been noted, has an important part to play in navigation.
Wickens' (1984) characterization, again "rmly based in the Euclidean space metaphor, explicitly involves a cognitive map (&&survey knowledge'') formed by combining knowledge derived from the identi"cation of landmarks and routes. Broadly speaking, there is some correspondence between the identi"cation of landmarks and routes and our de"nition of browsing. Nevertheless, there is no loop involved explicitly making navigation an iterative activity. The place of data externalization is not explicit.
More recently, at a seminal workshop on Navigation in Electronic Worlds (Jul & Furnas, 1997) , Darken (1997) proposed a schematic model of the navigation process ( Figure 13 ). It explicitly represented a task being performed, and included Strategy, Movement and Progress Evaluation. The involvement of an internal model was implied by reference to &&a priori spatial knowledge''. There is some similarity between the actions of Strategy in Darken's model and Strategy formulation in the proposed framework, between Movement and Browsing, and between Darken's Progress Evaluation and our Interpretation. Darken's model does not introduce any externalization of data. Iteration is present, but the essential formulation of the internal model is not explicit.
At the same workshop Spence (1997) proposed his initial model of the navigation process (Figure 14) , now superseded by the framework proposed in this paper. In Figure  14 , the importance of an internal model was recognized, and &&Gradient Perception'' refers to the sensitivity-based interpretation discussed earlier. At the workshop, however, it was modi"ed by the participants to contain explicit representations of the Goal, and further modi"ed to the form shown in Figure 15 . 932 R. SPENCE FIGURE 14. Spence's (1997) earlier proposal of a navigational framework. FIGURE 15. Modi"cation to Spence's (1997) original proposal (italic annotation added in this paper).
Although the lower-half contains activities which can loosely be compared with the four activities of the new framework (and are so annotated in italics), two appear to have been interchanged, and it is unclear where the browsing (&&scanning'') strategy is being formulated.
The proposed framework reported in this paper, however, emerged from a comparison of Figure 14 with Figure 16 . The latter is the well-known &&Design-Execute-AnalysePredict'' (DEAP) model (Box & Draper, 1987; Deming, 1996; Su, Nelder, Wolbert & Spence, 1996) familiar to statistical modellers, and is an essential activity followed in engineering design such as the creation of artifacts to exhibit high quality. Knowledge of the DEAP model was instrumental in leading to the proposed navigational framework. The direct analogy between the DEAP model and the proposed framework is identi"ed by placing the new framework (Figure 17 of navigation in real and virtual worlds. For example, Malik, Su and Nelder (1998) studied the &&sampling strategy'' (similar to browsing strategy, and represented by the activity of design in Figure 16 ) that would yield the highest information content. In summary, it is worth reviewing, brie#y, the signi"cant characteristics of the proposed framework: (1) it is schematic rather than verbal; (2) it does not attempt to model the entire process of problem-solving, and human}computer interaction in general, but merely the unique activity of navigation which is called upon by external cognitive decision-making processes; (3) it involves the creation and interpretation of an internal model as an essential component; (4) it is concerned with learning about a space rather than necessarily using it, and thereby clari"es, for example, the distinction between browsing and searching; and (5) it allows speci"c consideration of the interaction design appropriate to the four activities that together constitute navigation. Such consideration is the topic of the following section.
Support by externalization and interaction
In keeping with a focus on interaction design, we now examine each of the activities within the navigational framework to see how they can be supported by the externalization of data and by interaction with that data. The four activities will be considered in turn.
SUPPORT FOR BROWSING
There are many ways in which browsing can be facilitated and many ways in which it can be impeded. An excellent example of the facilitation of browsing is the opening scene of the CDi title Richard Scarry1s Busiest Neighborhood Disc Ever (Figure 18 ). It not only makes full use of screen space to present a pictorial representation of content, but very simply extends its coverage by having the &&camera'' pan across the imaginary town in a few seconds. In this way, the viewing child very quickly registers a great deal of content.
The ability to browse images e!ectively and rapidly is also exploited in the Elliot and Davenport (1994) &&Video Streamer'' browser ( Figure 19 ). Fast movement of the cursor along the side of the &&video block'' shows many full frames, each for a short time. The same e!ect could, of course, be achieved by moving a slider along a separate scale, but the very shape and composition of the block additionally provides assistance for the modelling which is supported by the patterns visible along the top of the block. A similar approach to image browsing, identifying an important space}time trade-o! relevant to interaction design for this activity, has been demonstrated by Lam and Spence (1997) and Wittenberg, Ali-Ahmad, Lahiberte and Lanning (1998) . Animation can be of considerable assistance in browsing. Consider, for example, an electronic circuit such as a hi ", part of which is illustrated in Figure 20(a) . Each component in#uences the performance of the circuit, and it is immensely valuable for the designer to be aware (at least qualitatively and initially) of the extent of that in#uence. In the MINNIE system, supporting the interactive graphic design of electronic circuits (Spence & Apperley, 1977) , in which the drawn circuit is displayed on a screen, 936 R. SPENCE FIGURE 21. Little opporunity to browse, but maybe intentionally so. a circle is superimposed on each component [Figure 20(b) ], circle size indicating the in#uence of that component on circuit performance. The circles are then changed in size as the frequency of operation of the hi " is varied linearly up and down between bass and treble limits indicated on the scale. The designer's observation (browsing) of which circles are large or small at which locations in the circuit and at which parts of the frequency scale can usefully enrich their internal model of circuit performance (Spence & Drew, 1971) .
Examples abound where, at a "rst glance, an opportunity for browsing appears to have been wasted. The presentation of Figure 21 , for example, reminiscent of many early multi-media encyclopaedias, appears to restrict browsing to only four items. Nevertheless, their main purpose may legitimately have been to allow the user to reach a particular word as conveniently and quickly as possible, and with no intention that the user should build an internal model (of something as large as an encyclopaedia) to facilitate later use.
The above examples all identify an important guideline for the interaction designer, which is to be in possession of a deep understanding of the overall task which draws, at one or more points, on the activity of navigation.
SUPPORT FOR MODELLING
Perhaps the most obviously e!ective support for modelling is the provision of appropriate externalization. In other words, to ensure that the content which is browsed is well matched to the type of internal model most relevant to the task involved. An example is the London Underground map (Figure 5 ), skilfully designed through its use of selection (of relevant data), encoding (colour, and symbols for intermediate and interchange stations) and presentation (essentially piecewise-linear) to be easily committed to, and recalled from, internal memory. E!ective internal modelling can also be enhanced via the phenomenon of &&tight coupling'', a term descriptive of the spatial and temporal proximity of the user's input and the system's output in situations wherein browsing is of the &&ping-pong'' variety. Indeed, examples are known where it is judged bene"cial to wait for a lengthy calculation if it is otherwise impossible to then carry out a &&what if?'' exploration in which response times are less than about one-"fth of a second. In the special case of menu systems, the activity of modelling can be eased considerably by the provision of an externalization, not only of current state, but additionally a trace of the trajectory leading to the current state. In an experiment speci"cally designed to test the internal models of subjects, Field and Apperley (1990) concluded that, following previous encounters with the external representation of the trace, a user &has a much better contextual picture of his current position within a database, and navigation ceases to be a short-term memory exercise''. The task of modelling has been recognized (Hendley, Drew, Wood & Beale, 1995) as particularly acute in large anarchic systems such as the World Wide Web.
Maintenance of the internal model
An internal model must not only be created but be maintained. There are many situations in which a sudden change in an externalization is unwittingly destructive of a well-formed internal model. This situation is illustrated in Figure 22 . Figure 22 (a) shows a sequence of three states that might characterize some successive stages of a World Wide Web trajectory, or some engineering documention search. What the reader of this paper sees is precisely what the user does not see: by the time the user is exclusively viewing frame **, they have either forgotten frames P and or, perhaps needlessly and unsuccessfully, have expended considerable e!ort in incorporating all three frames into an internal model that needs, in the absence of an external representation, to be continually rehearsed. The alternative, of partially overlapped frames [Figure 22(b) ] is a simple example of how an external representation can signi"cantly reduce cognitive e!ort by helping to support an internal model. A similar example is provided by Lieberman's (1994) Macroscope which, superimposed on a conventional map, displays (transparent) detail of a selected and magni"ed locality.
Necessary change
If change has to occur it is immensely helpful, as far as minimizing the cognitive load associated with the maintenance of a good internal model is concerned, if the external representation can change smoothly. With the Cone-Tree representation (Figure 23 ) of a tree structure ) the rotation of the cones needed to bring a requested part of the tree to the fore is intentionally not instantaneous. A smooth change over a period of about 1 s, and imaginatively accompanied by the casting of 
Model simplixcation
In many situations, such as when a technician works to rectify a fault within a very large system, a full externalization can be distracting: a simpli"ed externalization containing only immediately relevant context (or with irrelevant matter &&greyed out'') allows the user to focus on essentials. Nevertheless, spatial layout should be maintained so that restoration of the complete externalization does not cause needless discontinuity. Here, Furnas' (1986) &&Fisheye'' technique provides a solution with its de"nition of a &&Degree of Interest'', a technique used to considerable advantage in the Netmap investigative tool (Davidson, 1993) and in Mitta's (1990) engineering drawing scheme. The technique of &&greying-out'' in place of removal is familiar from many menu-based schemes.
SUPPORT FOR INTERPRETATION
Interpretation plays an important part in the process of navigation, so that techniques for its facilitation require explicit study and innovation. Happily, the published literature (Card et al., 1999; Spence, 2000) already o!ers many ideas and results.
Often, techniques to support interpretation hinge on the provision of what has been termed &&sensitivity information'' and is referred to in the literature as &&scent'' or &&navigational residue'' (Furnas, 1997a; Pirolli, 1997) . These terms refer to the visibility, in the current location, of a &&trace'' of a remote &&target''. Relatively simple examples of sensitivity information have already been illustrated in the context of the Media Room and the Bifocal Display. Nevertheless, the challenge faced by the interaction designer in facilitating interpretation is considerable, and increases in severity as the richness, FIGURE 25. A limit slider additionally indicating that the upper limit to Price can be lowered substantially, from about C80 to about C60K without a!ecting the selection of houses that obey all limits.
FIGURE 24. Externalization indicating the sensitivity of design acceptance to change in a customer's speci"ed limit on acceptable performance.
content and extent of virtual worlds increases while the visible frame (the display) remains essentially "xed in size. Menu systems provide examples of the interpretation of &&topological'' sensitivity. Menu &&look ahead'', for example, was investigated by Snowberry, Parkinson and Sisson (1985) and found to have a signi"cant bene"cial e!ect. Later results by Field and Apperley (1990) , in which a trajectory of previous selections is displayed and made sensitive to permit selective retreat, show the value of sensitivity display. Encouragingly, the process of placing sensitivity perception on an analytic basis has been given impetus by Furnas' (1997b) study, relating the provision of navigational residue to the problem of scale, and has led to strategies for design.
Multidimensional sensitivity
The ability of an engineering designer to perceive sensitivity in multidimensional design space can be extremely bene"cial. In the In#uence Explorer Spence et al., 1995) , histograms indicate (Figure 24) , by colour (shown as grey-scale in the "gure), how many customer requirements on performance have been violated, and therefore provide sensitivity information. For example, a design lying just outside a customer limit and known, by its colour, to have failed only one limit will, by de"nition, become acceptable if that limit is relaxed. A very useful indication of zero sensitivity is provided by the tight coupling indicator (Figure 25 ) of &&ine!ective range of limit'' employed in the Spot"re application (Ahlberg & Wistrand, 1995) . 
SUPPORT FOR THE FORMULATION OF A BROWSING STRATEGY
Many browsing strategies exist, and it is the aim of the interaction designer, aware of the task(s) that may be carried out, to decide which browsing strategies are appropriate to those task(s) and should be supported by a!ordances. Such a decision and the subsequent interaction design is a skilled activity, with few guidelines. To illustrate the in#uence of a!ordances on the formation of browsing strategy, we select a detailed example based on the Attribute Explorer (Spence & Tweedie, 1998) discussed earlier, for which a possible externalization is shown in Figure 26 ; here the task supported is that of locating a house which satis"es the gradually formulated requirements of househunter. The numerous and varied a!ordances available to the user are indicated by &&A'' in Figure 26 . Together they de"ne the set of interactions that can take place, and hence candidates from which a browsing strategy can at any moment be selected. It follows that each a!ordance should be clearly de"ned, and that actual and perceived a!ordances should be identical: here again, the skill of the interaction designer is paramount.
Also shown in Figure 26 are various visual items, of which some are a!ordances, which might suggest the use of particular browsing strategies. For example, (top left) the appearance of attribute labels in a menu might remind the user of untested explorations, and the icons (top) representing recorded selections, as well as being a!ordances, might suggest new planned or opportunistic browsing strategies. Many of the interaction techniques used for illustration actually support more than just one of the four activities comprising navigation. For example, the displayed menu trajectory investigated by Field and Apperley (1990) not only indicates topological sensitivity but was shown, by experiment, to enhance the formation of an internal model. The displayed menu also supported selective retreat through the menu system, and could therefore in#uence the selection of a browsing strategy. We see, therefore, that careful judgement is required regarding the most e!ective use of screen space. The challenge to the interaction designer was identi"ed by Apperley et al (in Jul & Furnas, 1997) , who remarked that &&navigation is strongly in#uenced by the extent to which the information space has been moderated; that is, the extent to which its structure has been coordinated and controlled''. For an &&in-house'' world, structure can be &&built in'' by the designer. In contrast, in a non-moderated world such as the Web, structure tends to be anarchic. In designing to support navigation, therefore, the nature of the task will exert considerable in#uence over the most appropriate interaction, leaving interaction design for navigation as a skill, albeit one which is able to draw upon a rapidly expanding pallette of techniques (Card et al., 1999) . An additional challenge is posed by individual di!erences in navigational behaviour (Hook, Dahlback & Sjolinder, 1996) . As with all design for human}computer interaction, a deep understanding of the task to be supported is paramount.
Navigation as a component of search
It has already been emphasized how navigation, as de"ned, is a self-contained activity but often accessed in the course of tasks such as searching. In view of the current debate concerning the di!erence between browsing and searching we o!er a brief example here for clari"cation.
In the search for a house to buy, the house-hunter will typically begin with a vaguely expressed set of requirements: Cost? About C70K. Number of bedrooms? Two, but it would be nice to have three. Location? A nice neighbourhood, perhaps close to Granny who could babysit for us. In view of the vagueness of many requirements, and in the absence of knowledge about the area where a house is sought, there is a clear need to explore to create an internal model. Weighted browsing, with weights consciously or unconsciously placed upon such attributes as a green environment, proximity to schools, distance from an industrial area, house appearance and absence of gra"tti, and perhaps supported by browsing using interactive histograms of the form shown in Figure 26 , will gradually create an internal model whose interpretation may, at some point, show that two or three houses may be worth further study in greater detail. But this process is not only triggered by the need to search, but continuously provides information, in the form of the internal model, which may well alter the search parameters or even the goal itself (&&why don't we just rent?''). Thus, outside the navigational framework, the activities of problem reformulation, result evaluation and searching strategy will take place, all essential components of searching activity but not involved in navigation. In the limit, where a satisfactory internal model already exists, a search may not require any browsing of an externalization at all.
It follows, of course, that the interaction designer must be aware that externalizations of data must support, not only navigation, but those additional activities which, from time to time, call upon and sense navigational behaviour.
R. SPENCE
Conclusion
The new framework of navigation is relevant to a wide range of physical and abstract (including social) environments, and constitutes a well-de"ned and self-contained module of activity available as a component in a wide range of human}computer interaction. Examination of mechanisms to support the four constituent activities suggests that the framework is a useful basis for organized thought about the activity of navigation and the design of externalizations to support it.
In view of the rich nature of navigational activity and the extensive range of interaction techniques available, it would be an oversimpli"cation to select a small number of guidelines: rather, the guidelines are many and some are implicit in this paper.
As with many other existing tools and concepts for which no "nal evaluation is available, the value of the proposed framework will only be established through use or disuse.
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